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SYNOPSIS

The author points out that, with the development of technology
in industry and the resultant more-technical roles demanded of
workers, communication between them and between all persons in
an industrial organization becomes of primary importance. This is
particularly so because of the constant demands for change within an
industrial organization. Any change, however minor, will inevitably
involve a wide area of the organization, and special attention will
therefore have to be paid to communication between persons.

The author goes on to describe some of the investigations which
have been made by the Institute of Preventive Medicine, Leyden, and
indicates the extreme difficulty of obtaining accurate information.
He shows also how the different attitudes of persons within a factory
can lead to completely different perceptions of the field and of the
attitudes of others within the same organization. He concludes that
the main task of the mental health workers in industry lies in the
prevention of tensions within it.

One of the means of preventing tensions is to aim at a concept
of " productive collaboration " within a factory. This task is seen
as a special kind of therapy which must concern all levels of the
factory. The author describes a procedure of investigation-
diagnostic and therapeutic-within a factory, commencing with a
phase of introduction, a pilot study, extensive individual inter-
viewing, group interviewing, and a more specifically therapeutic
phase, in which groups or specific individuals are enabled to talk
their problems out. Finally, the investigating team must take steps
to prevent situations of tension recurring, and, before leaving, must
be certain that the plant is capable of maintaining a healthy equili-
brium by itself.

When Mayo 8 initiated the Hawthorne experiment he could not foresee
its far-reaching results. As a good clinician, following his teacher Pierre
Janet, he was in search of a new approach to problems. He knew that
girls did not react like robots in the controlled atmosphere of the assembly
test-room, so with the help of his co-workers (Whitehead; Roethlisberger &
Dickson;9 and others) he proved that other fundamental laws than those
offered by the stimulus-response theory regulated production. Socio-
psychological factors-such as willingness to co-operate-overcame the
unhealthy conditions created in the test-room; even " mediaeval" lighting
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conditions could not prevent the girls from producing a reasonable output.
Relations with the investigator, however, influenced production in an
unexpected way. In the course of further experiments the concept of social
equilibrium was developed as a basic notion for these more fundamental
laws.

Several research groups followed Mayo's lead and tried to improve
insights into the social dynamics of industry. Warner & Low'0 studied the
relationships between a factory and its surrounding community. Likert
& Mann,7 Ijdo,4 and others used the questionnaire method to understand
the attitudes of workers and management. The Tavistock group,5 and
French and Dutch research psychologists, searched for relevant facts about
the face-to-face working group.

The excellent results of mental health workers in the Allied Armies
during the Second World War played a considerable part in inducing
industrial managements to introduce human-relations techniques. American
methods for the training of foremen and of persons on higher supervisory
levels are not only based on technical training devices but also incorporate a
maximum amount of human-relations theory. Carrard founded his well-
known courses for higher management on modern principles of psychology.
The new science of administration-studying the art of organizing, manag-
ing, and controlling industrial companies-draws heavily on the insights of
social psychology in academic courses for executive development.

In considering these developments from Mayo's initial experiments one
should not forget that the basic theories of industrial human relations are
still very tentative. Few principles are clearly established and verified.

When studying the life of an industrial community, one cannot deny
that the ingenious technological devices used by processing engineers in a
modern factory are apt to induce certain behaviour patterns in the men who
are working in such a plant. The design of the machines, the assembly line,
and the carefully mapped production-process form a physical setting in
which an individual is invited to act as a useful link. This canalizing of
behaviour is one of the appalling features of modern production methods.
Just as in everyday life we may prefer to walk along certain streets and do
not necessarily take the shortest route to our home, so the worker is often
reluctant to move in agreement with the designs of the production process.

The man at work brings with him all kinds of human expectations,
derived from his life history, his trade union, and his family life. Ijdo 4 has
demonstrated that the appraisal of the worker's job by his family strongly
influences his motivation and, consequently, his work satisfaction.

Within the factory the factors which determine the behaviour of the
individual are numerous and complex. The army-like organization of
bigger factories appears similar to a very rational steering mechanism; one
order of the commanding officer is supposed to change the behaviour of
whole departments to adjust them to changing business conditions. The
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man on the factory floor complains about unclear instructions, unanswered
suggestions for improvement of his machine, or unwarranted removal to
another job. His foreman is likely to answer the question " to whom do
you report ? " in such a way that one may often suspect conflicting authorities
to be above him. Departmental heads wonder about the last week's slow-
down and try to withhold this information from the general manager. And
the manager, explaining his organization to a visitor, apologizes for not
using the neatly designed organization-chart on his office wall " since some
changes have lately been effected".

The planning department, or a consultant from outside, when trying
to change the over-all organization of the factory, or when introducing
plans for a specific department, experiences strong irrational resistance to
alteration. In trying to bring about such changes, the consultant often
feels frustrated by the hidden sabotage of " vested interests ". Even changes
in the specific field of mechanics can be blocked by unwilling work-teams
on the floor.

Rational discussion of such problems of organization is always extremely
difficult. The degree of common agreement is high in a discussion of physi-
cal things but it is often extremely low when discussion on social reality
arises. Everyone has, and nurses, his own picture. It is difficult to find an
unshakable frame of reference on which to measure the truthfulness of a
certain view or proposal. Members of a small " face-to-face " group may
reach a certain common denominator, but mutually conceal their deepest
thoughts and expectations. Larger groups found in factory organizations
tend to allow extensive wishful thinking and slander, and rely upon abstract
organization-charts and blue-prints to maintain a common frame of refer-
ence.

From an alembic of conflicting stories the social psychologist has to
distil the " real" situation and to trace its " specific " logic. Mayo's team
saw " some system in this madness ". Individuals, work-groups, and the
whole hierarchical structure of a factory were in a state of more or less
stable equilibrium and each action had the tendency to safeguard this
balance of conflicting forces. This concept of social equilibrium, and forces
operating to maintain it, has to be verified; and here theoretical and metho-
dological problems arise.

The basic theories of industrial social psychology are very tentative
ones. We have learnt that the rank-and-file worker is more human than
technology would like to accept. Social psychology has lost the naive idea
that human relations in the factory can be understood as simple phenomena
of instincts and social patterns. It is searching for the "human logic"-
the factors and laws which govern this amazing turmoil of sentiments,
thoughts, attitudes, and expectations-which is the life of each factory.
But a sound combination of technology and psychology can be made only
if three conditions are realized, namely:
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(a) further development of theory;
(b) improvement of " instruments " and measurement;
(c) increase in the number of field and laboratory studies, if possible in

a variety of cultures and nationalities.

In this transitional phase, industrial psychology is meeting with modern
concepts in industrial management. Owing to all kinds of causes, the ideas
of executives about their ways of supervising are rapidly changing. The
general tendency is one of enhanced respect for the individual worker, and
a growing need for measures and legal regulations to protect the worker
against sickness, unemployment, and moral distress. Personnel departments
are providing factories with modern systems of wages, merit-rating, tech-
niques for improved supervision, etc. Social security is covering, in several
European countries, most of the worker's needs. Industrial social work
assists those who, even under these favourable conditions, are still in need
of special help or care. The growth of industrial medicine has been a contri-
butory factor to this whole development.

Freed from the original exclusive association with the care of the mentally
ill, the science of mental health now stresses the full development of the
personality and its harmonious adjustment to its social environment.

Thus, mental health means:
(a) full development of human abilities;
(b) growth to emotional maturity; avoidance of neurotic tensions;
(c) ability to handle the relationship, with individuals and groups, in

agreement with the existing culture.

The last-mentioned point, the adaptation of the personality to its social
milieu, stimulated the mental health movement to broaden its field. Stressing
this human-relations aspect, mental health has had to explore the problems
of group relations. To prevent frustration in the individual, the social
environment should be structured in such a way that it does not force the
personality to have recourse to the unhealthy mechanisms of aggression or
withdrawal. Applied to the industrial situation this means that work-groups
themselves have to be composed in such a harmonious way that tensions
are kept at a minimum level. Since groups react to their " environment ",
a good integration of the workers' teams with the wider social structure of
a factory is needed, and the plant has to fit into the social structure of the
community where it is located if unwanted stresses from outside are not to
disturb its internal balance.

Summarizing, one could state that mental health in industry means
prevention of tensions in workers and work-groups. Here the point of
contact with social psychology is obvious. Both suppose that a well-
balanced worker cannot live happily in an industrial-social atmosphere
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where the social equilibrium is very unstable or even disrupted. Both there-
fore are searching for methods to improve the mental balance of individuals
and groups, and thus are serving the purpose of modem management.

Management in industry is also trying to make factory life worth living.
There are several indications that such a modern concept of the task of
management does not interfere with the economic aims of the company,
but, on the contrary, stimulates productivity. Absenteeism is related to the
" morale " of the plant and work-group. In a pilot-study, recently published,
Fetter 1 demonstrated that there was a significant correlation between the
incidence of absenteeism and the satisfaction of the worker. Those
employees who answered questions about their relationship with their
teams and supervisors positively, proved to have the lowest rate of absentee-
ism. Bad relationships go with higher sickness figures.

Neurosis, as already indicated, is related to the social equilibrium.
There are strong indications that poor human relations in a plant tend to
increase the neurotic or psychosomatic reactions of the workers involved.
In a paint factory where Hutte 2, 3 studied human relations and spent much
time and effort in improving the morale, a considerable rise in production
was effected.

How can a company be assisted to bring about a social equilibrium that
will prevent tensions and help productivity?

The first condition is the sincere wish of the managing director to
promote a higher level of human relations in his plant. In our first pilot-
study, a split in the director's team-one willing to co-operate, the other
not-led to a deadlock.

Next, a considerable number of the executives must be convinced that
changes are necessary. The executive development programmes introduced
in the USA and Great Britain to train junior managers for the highest
ranks are, in my experience, very efficient methods of increasing their
capacity for change.

On the other hand the attitudes of the rank-and-file employees are of
the utmost importance. One cannot expect an implicit faith; strong resist-
ance is likely to be met. When Hutte's team started its work in the paint
factory, the men were very suspicious and unwilling to co-operate. Frank
discussions with the workers' council opened their eyes, however, and
helped to uncover some of the factory's most important psychological
problems, which could then be solved.

While the attitudes of management and employees are equally important
in any attempt to improve the morale in a plant, both groups are in general
too much involved in the situation to get at the root of serious group ten-
sions without the help of more impartial persons. The medical officer, the
social worker, and the psychologist can act as the main consultants of the
personnel manager, the man whose role is specifically designed to safeguard
the plant's social equilibrium and to make adjustments wben necessary.
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They are in the best position to know the danger spots and to assess the
company's human needs.

How can a consultant or a team get acquainted with the factory's socio-
psychological make-up? How can one locate and diagnose the problem
areas? What methods are available for solving the problems or at least
lessening their most disturbing effects?

Hutte has designed a procedure involving six phases:
1. During the phase of introduction, the company and the team get

acquainted with each other without being committed to carry through the
project to its end. Both are free to withdraw. The team discusses the plans
with the director and his staff. A general introduction to all employees
follows, and the plan is explained to them.

2. A pilot-study is made to assess the general situation. Key people are
interviewed. The team tries to learn as much as possible about the com-
pany's history and about its present organization and place in the com-
munity. Some of the main problems of personnel policy and relationships
are traced. At the end of this phase, company and team both decide
whether they wish to continue the programme or not.

3. An interview is held or, in larger plants, a questionnaire is sent to all
employees. The questionnaire is designed to cover the points of special
interest in the factory, and should be answered by every employee, including
the managing director. After the answers have been evaluated by means of
statistical techniques, those divisions and departments in which the morale
seems to be low are picked out (for purposes of comparison, " good"
groups are also selected).

4. In the next phase, these low-morale groups are interviewed as groups.
The supervisors take part in these discussions. One team member is discus-
sion leader; the other observes the group process, and now and then gives
interpretations to the group. The discussion may show a ffight from an
essential problem; this can be explained to the men, who are then stimulated
to think as clearly as possible about the situation of the group. The content
and flow of the discussion and the reactions of the group enable the team
to assess the group's open and hidden problems.

5. In the therapeutic phase, the group or the individuals who block the
productive co-operation are enabled to discuss their problems exhaustively.
In general, the psychiatrist will be the person who, in this phase, takes the
lead. Much skill is needed here. An inexperienced therapist might find
himself involved in an endless list of individual psychotherapies.

6. In the last phase, preventive measures are designed in co-operation
with the management and the personnel department. Steps should be taken
to prevent those situations which have in the past led to the diagnosed
weak spots. Some will be of a general nature and relate to personnel policy,
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changes in organization, etc. Others may be of a more specific nature and
lead to re-adjustment of various functions. Before leaving, the team must
be sure that a healthy equilibrium can be maintained by the plant itself.

This paper has touched upon some of the serious theoretical problems
which the social psychologist is facing when coping with the emotions and
conflicting expectations of the industrial worker, and has raised the question
how such an appalling turmoil of attitudes and weaknesses can result in a
rational, well-designed production. Realizing, however, that the logic of
human relations cannot be denied and can actually be used to improve
productive co-operation and mental health, one is inevitably reminded of
the words of Carnegie: " Destroy MY plants; take away my money. If you
will leave me my men I shall rebuild the whole thing in a year."

RI-SUME'

Le travailleur A qui les me'thodes modernes de production imposent, dans le cadre de
l'usine, une conduite d6termine'e s'insurge souvent contre un r6gime de travail qui fait
abstraction de sa vie personnelle et le contraint 'a remplir le r6le de simple interme'diaire
entre les machines. Toutefois, la psychologie sociale a reconnu que les instincts, les aspira-
tions et les habitudes sociales du personnel d'une usine ne pouvaient 'a eux seuls expliquer
le phe'nom6ne des relations humaines. Il faut e'tudier la ( logique humaine)) de chaque
entreprise, c'est-'a-dire d6terminer les facteurs et les lois qui re'gissent la vie de l'usine.
La sant6 mentale des travailleurs d6pend en grande partie de la recherche des causes de
comportement collectif et individuel, qui demande d'ailleurs a etre approfondie, tant sur
le plan th6orique que du point de vue des m6thodes de mesure 'a employer.

Par sant mentale, on entend 1'6tat d'e'quilibre oa se trouve un individu qui a la
possibilit6 de d6velopper sa personnalit6, qui fait preuve de maturit6 affective, qu'aucun
conflit 6motif ne trouble et qui est capable d'entretenir, avec des individus ou des groupes,
des rapports sociaux consid6r6s comme normaux dans la collectivit6 A laquelle il appar-
tient. Un milieu social dont la structure est telle que l'individu est oblig6 de se de'fendre
par I'agressivite' ou le repliement sur soi est malsain parce que g6ne'rateur de frustrations.
Ii convient de veiller A la composition harmonieuse des groupes de travail, de fagon A
r6duire au minimum les causes de conflit.

L'hygi'ene mentale dans l'industrie consiste donc essentiellement it pr6venir les 6tats
de tension chez les travailleurs et 'a l'int6rieur des groupes de travail, ce qui contribue
incidemment, comme le prouvent plusieurs etudes, A e'lever le niveau de la production.

Comment peut-on re'aliser ct 6quilibre social dans une entreprise? Ii faut tout d'abord
que la direction soit sinc6rement d6sireuse d'am6liorer les relations humaines parmi le
personnel. 1i importe ensuite de convaincre, d 'une part, les cadres de l'utilit6 d'apporter
des changements A l'organisation du travail et, d'autre part, les travailleurs de la n6cessit6
de collaborer A I'action envisag6e.

Bien que 1'e'tat d'esprit de la direction et de la main-d'oeuvre influe grandement sur
le climat psychologique de 1'entreprise, la situation est parfois confuse au point que les
conflits ne peuvent se r6gler sans I 'aide de tiers. Le chef du personnel peut demander, en
l'occurrence, au m6decin, au travailleur social et au psychologue de l'assister en lui
signalant les points faibles de l'organisation humaine de 1'entreprise.

Pour arriver A d6terminer la structure socio-psychologique d'une entreprise, A d6celer
et diagnostiquer les probl6mes existants et At d6cider quelles m6thodes il convient
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d'employer pour les r6soudre ou du moins en attenuer les effets les plus desastreux,
Hutte a mis au point un programme qui comporte six phases:

1) Les consultants appeles et le personnel de l'6tablissement font connaissance, sans
que cela irnplique de leur part l'obligation de proceder ou de se soumettre a l'enquete.
L'equipe de consultants met au point son programme, avec l'aide de la direction, et
explique au personnel quelles en sont les modalites d'application.

2) Les consultants procedent a une 6tude pilote de la situation, en interrogeant les
personnes placees aux postes-cles. Ils se documentent sur l'histoire de l'entreprise, son
organisation, son r6le, et notent les principaux problemes qui se posent au sujet du
personnel. Apres cela, l'entreprise et les consultants font savoir s'ils d6sirent poursuivre
l'application du programme ou non.

3) Les consultants interrogent tous les membres du personnel, y compris le directeur,
ou leur envoient un questionnaire, dans les grandes entreprises. A l'aide de m6thodes
statistiques, on repere les services ou le moral semble bas et, aux fins de comparaison,
ceux ou il est eleve.

4) On invite les groupes de travailleurs dont le moral est bas a se reunir avec leurs
chefs pour discuter de leurs probl&mes. Un membre de l'equipe de consultants dirige les
debats; un autre assiste a titre d'observateur et intervient de temps a autre pour inter-
preter les faits exposes, ce qui incite les participants a etre plus precis et plus clairs.

5) Pendant la phase du traitement, le groupe ou les individus mecontents ont la
faculte d'exposer leurs griefs en detail. C'est en gen6ral le psychiatre qui joue A ce moment
un r6le pr6pond6rant.

6) Enfin, les consultants, aides de la direction et du service du personnel, elaborent
les mesures preventives qu'il convient d'appliquer. Ces mesures peuvent avoir une portee
soit generale lorsqu'elles interessent le reglement du personnel ou les methodes d'organi-
sation du travail, soit speciale si elles entrainent la revision de certains postes.

La tiche des consultants prend fin au moment ou l'entreprise est en mesure de conser-
ver, par ses propres moyens, 1'equilibre social qu'elle a retrouve.
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